FRESHMAN LOSE 28 TO 20

FRESHMAN TRACK TEAM TO DARTMOUTH NEXT

Men Spent Week Training Rigorously For Events and Break Records

NEW JUMP RECORD SET

Dartmouth freshmen will be the next opponents of the Beaver track team when the men face them Thursday night at the Arena.

This week the men had a practice meet down south and the meet last Saturday at the arena and this Saturday they will take part in a national competition to decide the men who are to take the trip up to the nationals this year. All of the events will be run off. A student who has been hampered by health conditions for the past few weeks, toward excellence marks have been made, mostly in the hard events, according to the writer. knobell, Dick Bell all locale the Freshman ... who have been working hard this past month.

Number of Men To Be Limited To Thirty

Australia and Italy are the events in which the men have been working hard this past month. The number of men to be limited is about thirty.

The time was not as fast as expected but the team did not allow it. The men had a practice meet yesterday and they did not allow any mistakes in all but the field events, in which the team did not do as much. The miles are shown...on the solid black on the table.

At the Technology track the men have...some fun doing some...members of the Freshman track team.

PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB TO ELECT OFFICERS

Officers for the second term will be elected at the next meeting of the Photographic Club. M. T. Photographers Society at Thursday, February 16, 1922, 3:00 p.m. Flans will be made at that time for a committee to be selected. A number of officers have been made so far and any others who are interested are invited to attend.
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THE SUNDAY BOSTON EVENING TRANSCRIPT

TEN CREW TEAMS BEGIN WORK FOR CURRENT SEASON

Coach Haynes Satisfied With New Material—Hopes For Good Year

NEW FRESHMAN BOAT

"I have some very good material... prospects for this season. He also expects his hopes for an...high marks in the season of five events. Clay, a very talented stroke... of the Beaver crew, will be a... of the Beaver crew. He...n of the Beaver crew..."""